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Marketing in the literary sphere has long been focused on B2B principles rather 

than B2C. However, recent years have seen big shifts in this attitude, leading 

publishers and authors alike to tailor marketing messages to those who will actually 

be reading, enjoying, and promoting their works: their customers. 

Largely spurred by the growth of online retailers – a model that leaves 

the traditional middleman out in the cold – publishers are seeing amazing 

opportunities to maximize sales and develop customer networks like never before.

This guide is designed to help you start thinking of your website as an online 

bookstore framed by sought after book content. Use this to discover how 

ecommerce can work to create product awareness, improve the customer journey, 

and generate better marketing data for improved results. 

Introduction
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STEP 1

Why Publishers & Authors Should Sell Books Direct
In a digital era fueled by endless advances in commerce and 
communication, publishers and authors are finding more opportunities 
than ever to extend their sales online.

What are Direct Book Sales
In the most basic sense, a direct book sale occurs when publishers and authors sell through a consumer-facing 

marketplace. Thanks to smart innovations in eCommerce, many have found this evolution to book seller simple 

to implement and highly rewarding.

Publishers and authors who sell their books direct are capitalizing in a variety of ways. These additional gains 

may not show up on a quarterly statement, but definitely impact what that ledger shows.

Why Focus on Selling Books Online
One of the great things about today’s book market is the seemingly unlimited expanses of online shelf space. 

This is a great thing for readers and book lovers but presents ever-changing challenges for publishers and 

authors. Overcoming new and shifting barriers often require new and unique ways of thinking.

Whether looking for the next entry into their favorite fantasy series or searching for that life-altering self-help 

book, most people are searching for and buying books online.

A whitepaper published for Digital Book World 2017 showed that 70% of adult fiction sales occurred online. 

While a study featured on the Author Earnings blog showed the majority of traditionally published audiobooks, 

ebooks, and print books were purchased via the web.

It’s unlikely that people will stop searching and shopping this way anytime soon. You can gain even more 

ground marketing and selling books online by using Aerio to meet consumers in all the places they are.

http://www.aer.io/blog-article/5-benefits-of-turning-your-book-into-an-audiobook?A=SearchResult&SearchID=11587984&ObjectID=5279921&ObjectType=35
https://www.aer.io/blog-article/how-to-use-ebooks-to-promote-your-next-book
https://www.aer.io/
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Aerio Tip: Benefits of Selling Books Direct-to-Consumers

 
Direct to Consumer Sales Benefits
When publishers and authors decide to sell direct, their main hope may be a big pay-off that manifests in the 

form of higher sales. In reality, however, there are some additional benefits to consider when a publisher or 

author evolves to a more expansive capability as a book seller. And these benefits can have a more lasting 

impact than just a book sale:

A direct connection to the reader – Often, publishers are disassociated with the people who impact their 

bottom line the most—their readers. Selling direct, whether through an online bookstore or a social media 

page, bridges that gap.

Most of the ancillary benefits of a direct sales channel derive from this one powerful characteristic. 

Unfettered access to your target audience allows you to open up your digital marketing toolkit and create a 

nurturing and productive relationship with consumers.

Collection of useful customer data – Now that you are connecting with your readers on a more intimate 

level, you can reap the rewards of consumer data like; email addresses, demographics, and buying habits - 

all the analytics that, in the past, have been kept lock and key by retailers and online booksellers.

Increased brand recognition – Unless you’re a member of the Big Five (most of whom have embraced 

some form of direct book sales) your typical reader will rarely connect your publisher brand with a positive 

reading experience. Usually those laurels are reserved for authors.

The simple act of selling books online, direct to consumers, is enough to start building a reputation for 

excellence that will keep your readers coming back to your marketplace.

In most cases, direct to consumer book sales take place via an online bookstore, usually connected to your 

website, a blog, or social media platform. You don’t need to hire a team of programmers and developers to get 

started. It can be as easy as adding a shopping cart or BUY button to your current website or blog.

Some publishers and authors have picked up the direct to consumer movement and ran with it at a sprint. This 

includes placing more consumer-friendly content on their websites—video interviews, industry articles, special 

features—that engage your readers and show a different side. The side that cares about books and what is 

happening in the world of books. The side that has a reader’s interests in mind, not just the book publisher’s 

annual sales report.

The digital age has drastically changed the way people shop, purchase, and interact with products, and those 

who create them. Publishers and authors are not immune to this shift in consumer behavior. For publishers, 

this doesn’t require a drastic change in sales strategy, but an adaptation.

1

2
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http://www.aer.io/blog-article/4-benefits-of-selling-your-book-direct-to-consumer
http://www.aer.io/blog-article/how-to-use-social-media-to-drive-sales
http://www.aer.io/blog-article/7-ways-authors-publishers-can-create-targeted-email-lists
http://www.aer.io/blog-article/empower-your-authors-to-sell-more-books
http://www.aer.io/blog-article/the-importance-of-a-website-to-sell-and-market-books
http://www.aer.io/blog-article/why-you-need-a-blog-and-website-to-sell-books
http://www.aer.io/blog-article/4-book-marketing-tips-to-engage-your-readers
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Start thinking of your website as an online bookstore framed by sought after book content. It is the future of 

consumer-facing book sales. And a wise move for any bookseller wanting to stay relevant in a fast moving, 

increasingly digitized marketplace.

So, now you know the benefits  of selling books direct, but how do you build a successful ecommerce website?

STEP 2

Advance Your Book Marketing Plan through Ecommerce 
Changing the way you do business is risky, but in this consumer-driven 
landscape, publishers can see big benefits from a direct sales approach.

The Customer Journey 
eCommerce alone can drive the book customer from awareness to 

purchase to advocacy, by:

• Attracting the consumer with valuable content.

• Streamlining the purchase process, removing third party  
retailers from the equation.

• Providing a gateway to immediate purchase.

 

What the customer wants is immediately available, creating the best  

experience possible. This can lead to loyalty and eventually advocacy— 

a customer for life.

 
Better Customer Data 

In addition to creating a positive experience, eCommerce also provides valuable insights that can inform a 

publisher’s marketing strategy.

Integrating Google Analytics with your eCommerce module is an excellent way to track customer behavior and 

see what is working and what isn’t.

AWARENESS

CONSIDERATION

PREFERENCE

PURCHASE

LOYALTY

ADVOCACY

http://www.aer.io/blog-article/grow-your-online-book-sales-with-google-analytics-part-1
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The eCommerce Tripod 

There are three major legs to every eCommerce module:

Product Pages

Shopping Cart

Checkout

Focusing on product pages, or for our purpose, “book” pages, you can  

compile the data to help inform your marketing strategy. 

 

Once you have your Google Analytics in place you can start looking at metrics like: 

• Page Traffic

• Bounce Rate

• Conversion Rate

1

2

3

Product Pages

Shopping Cart

Checkout

Anatomy of a Book Page 

A book page typically features the following information:

• Cover Image

• Title

• Subtitle (if there is one)

• Short/Long Description

• Author Bio (can be link 
to the author bio page)

• Author Pic (can be link 
to the author bio page)

• Top Reviews

• Purchase Information

ecommerce

Product Pages

Shopping Cart

Checkout
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Understanding Your Book Page Data 

There is a lot of data to glean from the Google Analytics on each book page so we’ll just look at a few high-level 

points and how they will help improve your book marketing.

Page Traffic 

When you’re running a book marketing campaign on behalf of an author, track everything. Whatever content 

you use to attract consumers to a book page, make sure it contains tracking links. This way, you know which 

tactics (emails, blogs, Twitter posts, etc.) are garnering the most success.

Even if you didn’t track your communications, an increase or decrease in your book page traffic can tell you how 

well, or not so well, your current marketing campaign is performing.

Bounce Rate 

A bounce rate is the percentage of visitors who leave a webpage after viewing it for a short period of time. A low 

bounce rate means you’ve created an awesome book page - users are enjoying the experience and are ready to 

purchase. If you are experiencing a high bounce rate, there are a couple of things to think about, like:

Are you speaking to the right audience? For example, did you send an email to your entire customer list 

for a specific YA fiction novel? Be sure to look closely at who you’re pointing to the page.

Create audience segments in Google Analytics like you would with an email marketing list. Now, you 

can see which segments frequent which book pages most and create more relevant consumer messaging 

based off this data.

Is the content on the page engaging and valuable? Do you have enough information to answer their 

questions and concerns? If yes, you’ll see a low bounce rate. If no - you guessed it, a high bounce rate.  

Make sure your content is meaningful and interesting.

Conversion Rate 

Google Analytics will integrate with most ecommerce modules for a birds-eye view of book page performance, 

from visits to cart additions to purchases. The most important metric for any book page is the conversion rate. 

Conversions are the driving metric behind a consumer book purchase.

Total # of  
“Add to Cart” Clicks

Total # of Visitors to 
That Book Page

Book Page  
Conversion Rate

1

2

http://www.aer.io/blog-article/grow-your-online-book-sales-with-google-analytics-part-2
http://www.aer.io/blog-article/effective-email-marketing-strategies-for-authors
http://www.aer.io/blog-article/3-ways-to-build-your-email-marketing-list-organically
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Interpreting Your Book Page Data 

These three data pieces (page traffic, bounce rate, and conversion rate) all work together to tell a story. All that 

data working in harmony means you’re on your way to a happily ever after. 

So, what are some common reasons for a low conversion rate?

• The audience wasn’t right for the content.

• The content wasn’t useful or engaging.

• The purchase process was difficult to navigate.

 

 

 

While the email may generate more traffic, your Facebook ad warranted the best conversion rate. So, the 

takeaway is – spend more focus cultivating that Facebook audience.  

You can also reverse engineer data to support high conversion rates. For example, during promotions for a new 

release, you notice the book page for a backlisted title is getting a lot of traffic and conversions. Put a little more 

focus on this title. Take a look at the segments visiting that page and find other books they’d like. Then create a 

few minimal-resource marketing campaigns targeting those titles.

Putting it All Together 

Book pages hold a ton of data points that can help you improve your book promotion—begin by focusing on 

the big areas like the page traffic, the bounce rate on the page and the conversion rate. Each of these pieces 

can be looked at in a silo, but you can ensure the best possible customer journey by using them together. 

 
Understand Your Shopping Cart Data 

The shopping cart is the brain center of your eCommerce system. While the consumer may only see which 

books they have added to the cart, there are a ton of things happening in the background like:

• Identifying each book with a custom key/code 

• Identifying similar books the consumer may be interested in 

• Shipping costs and logistics 

• Tax calculations

Product Pages

Shopping Cart

Checkout

Here’s an example:
You’ve placed an advertisement in an industry newsletter, as well as on Facebook, and also sent it in an 

email. The data tells you which source drives the most traffic to your book page. But is that same source 

getting conversions?

http://www.aer.io/blog-article/social-media-advertising-a-basic-overview
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As you can see, the cart does a lot of work for you. It also captures some useful consumer data you can use to 

support your marketing strategy. These data points can be separated into three categories:

• Books Added 

• Wishlist Items 

• Abandoned Cart Items

Books Added 

The books your customers add to their shopping cart tell a story of their own—about your customers and their 

preferences.

If you sell a variety of genres, books added can tell you which genres are most popular. You may notice trends 

in the types of book fans your marketing attracts—some types may be expected while others may surprise you.

Use this data to polish your messaging and inform your strategy, such as:

• Creating a book marketing campaign around a popular title that you haven’t focused on, to give it an 

added boost in impressions.

• Making your own Top 10 lists based on books added. You can also share this list in your email marketing 

campaigns or newsletter.

• Analyzing if the books you’ve targeted are not being added to carts and adjusting your marketing. You can 

do this by tweaking your target audience, choosing a different channel, or simply putting a little more effort 

behind the campaign.

Wishlist Items 

Now that we’ve covered the books they have added, let’s take a look at the books they plan to add, but just 

aren’t ready to pull the trigger on purchasing.

Most consumers create wishlists for various reasons. Maybe they are getting ready for an upcoming baby 

shower or discovered a new topic they want to learn about and are a bit overwhelmed with your amazing 

selection. 

This very informative shopping cart element has a good bit to say about your potential customer base. But what 

if books are continuously added to wishlists and never purchased? Some things to consider include:

• Looking at other books in your inventory. Are there similar titles that do get purchased? If so, do a quick 

comparison. Look at book covers, descriptions, and prices. This can uncover areas of the wishlisted book 

that may need improvement.

• Offering a more extensive preview of the book. The book description may not provide enough detail. 

Previews offer the consumer a deeper dive; just enough to get them invested in the content.

http://www.aer.io/blog-article/readers-will-judge-your-book-by-its-cover
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Abandoned Cart Items 

Often consumers add products (in our case, books) to their shopping carts, but never purchase them.  

Cart abandonment is an ecommerce tragedy, but you can turn things around.

Take a similar approach to these books as you would with those on a wishlist. The interest is there, they just 

need a little extra nudge. We suggest using the same tactics you would apply to moving a wishlsted book along 

to checkout:

• Compare inventory and make adjustments

• Offer a bigger carrot— like a first chapter preview or free sample

So, your marketing brought the customers to the website. Your selection has them clicking.  Why are they not 

buying? Could it be your checkout process?

 
Understanding Your Checkout 

Often one of the biggest contributors to increasing cart abandonment rates is a lengthy and confusing checkout 

process. Lucky for you, there’s data and touch points you can focus on to fix that.

Convenience 

A consumer that has added books to their cart and is ready to purchase wants to do it right then. These 

common checkout pains can put the brakes on any purchase.

• No guest checkout—Not every visitor wants to take the time to create an account.

• Missing payment options—Make sure you accept a wide range of credit cards. Also, some people don’t 

like entering credit card info online. PayPal is a great option for them.

• Long checkout process—Make the checkout process as short and easy as possible. Lengthy and 

confusing checkouts lead to frustration and abandonment.

Are you finding this information valuable?  
Sign up to receive more free book marketing content here!

Security 

Convenience isn’t the only reason a consumer could leave the cart and checkout. Trust plays a big role. A secure 

checkout stamp or label eases worries about consumer data. But keep in mind, you can only put the label there 

if your website and cart are secure - look into SSL Certificates.

Having different payment options helps out here as well. Everyone has a different level of online trust with their 

Product Pages

Shopping Cart

Checkout

https://www.aer.io/subscribe
http://www.aer.io/blog-article/the-value-of-free-book-samples
https://www.aer.io/subscribe
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preferred financial institution. Options like PayPal give consumers a little more peace of mind when shopping 

on an unfamiliar website. In general, assuring consumers their information will be safe is a smart practice. 

We covered the touch points, now let’s look at checkout data that can be used to help your marketing.

Checkout Sales Data 

After checkout is complete, you will have a direct connection to your readers/consumers, via a treasure trove of 

sales data. Upon purchase you learn:

• Name

• Address

• Email address

• Books purchased

• Format of books purchased

• Time books were purchased

• Payment option used

Use this information in your book marketing plans and use it wisely.

From the top of the funnel down, you now have the tools you need to   with engaging marketing and ensure 

they get the books they want with the highest levels of ease.  

 
Step 3 

Develop the Pillars to a Successful eCommerce Website & Blog

Design, content, and management are the pillars that can burn or brighten 
a website. These three factors are all driven by consumers. 

The main purpose of an eCommerce website is to convert visitors into consumers. There are a multitude of 

aspects that go into encouraging this conversion. Starting with the most obvious — design. 

Website Design 

Ever judge a book by its cover? Same goes for websites. There are certain ways to entice your visitors to come, 

stay, and pay.

• Create high quality photos with zoom capability for detail. Make certain any images you post are 

big enough users have no trouble seeing them. “A picture is worth a thousand words” translates into a 

thousand bucks in the eCommerce world.

• Use multi-media to support your photos. Think product videos, sheets or guides. You might have 

additional information or a better way to show that information, aside from what the description field 

will allow. Users are all different and some like to digest information in different forms. The more 

media types, the better chance your consumer understands your product.
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• Have consistent branding. Your product photos should all have a similar look and feel. There 

should be consistent imagery themes, color palettes, and style throughout the website, including the 

check-out process. This is called “scent.”  The consumer should feel like they can easily find their way 

straight to their goal. They don’t want to be interrupted by the Tin Man or the Cowardly Lion on the 

journey. Make sure your “scent” is consistent through your entire website, so your user doesn’t get lost, 

distracted, or scared off.

• Ensure your site is mobile friendly. According to an article from Business Insider on commerce 

shopping trends, most people start their research on their phone and once they’ve made a decision, 

will move to a desktop to purchase. Aim to make that transition as seamless as possible for the 

consumer.

• Implement a simple shopping cart. Not only should your shopping cart carry the same aesthetic of 

your website, but the fewer the clicks the better. Creating a step-by-step process from shopping cart to 

end-purchase is important. Break up form fields and input required steps that make shopping on your 

website feel like a natural progression. Speaking of progression, progress bars are a great way to let 

the user know where they are and deter exiting the process.

• Make your site navigation as clear as the Tahiti ocean. Hansel and Gretel should have nothing on 

your breadcrumbs. Make sure the user can get to and from different products without getting lost. 

Breadcrumbs are a great way to make the user aware of where they are.

 
Website Content

But the main reason Google loves content is because web users do too.

• Content for Consumers – Create your content from the consumer’s point of view. Think about how 

you shop for something—what types of wording, descriptions, and summaries draw your attention? 

Make sure you aren’t using business-speak or internal language to sell your product. The consumer 

doesn’t work with you. The content should be understandable from a new and fresh perspective.

• Quality content – Each product description should be unique to not only that particular product but 

to the placement of that product.

If your products are listed on an affiliate site or distributed on other retailers—the description needs 

to be different in each place. Also, make sure to include relevant keywords in the product description. 

This is how people will find the page from their search engine.

Google Content
Search
Love
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• Customer reviews – Nothing sells better than word of mouth. In this day and age, word of mouth happens 

at the speed of light. You find something you are interested in, text or share it with a friend for advice/

approval, and boom, you are done. Or maybe you like to read a million reviews to make sure you are 

buying a quality product. Either approach, make it easy for your current customers to sell your products.

• Credibility elements – Let your website visitors know that you are a legit business. Can you offer 

warranties or guarantees? Did you have any awards or credible press release information? Do you 

offer multiple ways to purchase?

Offering credible payment options like Paypal or Stripe can give a consumer more confidence if they 

don’t know your company or brand. These are all signs that a consumer can trust your company.

• Value propositions – We all want our company to stand out from others, especially in the eCommerce 

realm.  Posting value propositions in the consumer’s path to purchase is a great way to ensure a 

conversion. Things like free shipping, fast shipping, easy returns, or—a new trend—offering monthly 

renewal services are great ways to entice a new visitor into becoming a customer.

• Communication – You can use every part of your website real estate to ensure long-term 

engagement. Over-communication is key to a good user experience. At each step, confirm that step 

and then give the consumer the next step in the path. Lead them down the path you’d like them to 

take. Confirm an addition to the cart and then offer the checkout at the same time.

• Site search – If a consumer can’t find your product they can’t buy it. Site search is one of the most 

important functions on an eCommerce website. It allows visitors to find what they are looking for 

quickly, which increases the chance of a conversion. Make sure your search is easy to use and provides 

relevant content & keywords.

eCommerce Management 

After doing everything you can to the design and content of your site to maximize sales, it is crucial to ensure it 

stays that way through proper engagement and testing. 

• Testing – This can be a bit overwhelming when you look at the big picture. Take it a little step at a time. 

Start with what you’re offering for value propositions. Take a look at conversion rates, are they starting 

to slip? Did a competitor start to offer the same value? Take one offer and leave it up for a month, then 

the next month, change it out. Monitor which preforms better.

Photos are another place to look. Maybe a certain photo isn’t quite capturing the essence of the product. 

Maybe it is a poor-quality image. Maybe there is a better angle. Test different images over a period of time.

• Engagement – Lead generation is the key to engagement. You want to collect visitors that don’t 

convert, as well as active customers, to offer them similar products, discounts, etc. Start by figuring out 

the best time to ask for an email. For example, if you wait until the checkout process then you’ll only be 

collecting customers. Is there another point in the customer progression you’ve created that would be 

more effective for a wider segment? Think about the multi-media we discussed earlier—you could gate 

a video on how to use your product, or perhaps the first chapter of an anticipated book.
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Use your email addresses to further engage with your website visitors. Newsletters, coupons, and 

offers are all great ways to continue bringing visitors to the website for another chance to convert.

Take it one step at a time. Review your goals, then glance over this list to find your best starting point. Now, you 

are on the path to securing buyers but how do you build a successful ecommerce website that creates new and 

repeat customers? 

 
Step 4 

Improve Traffic to Your Website & Blog
Once you’ve built your website, there are many practices you can 
implement to drive more traffic to your site and sell more books.

Organic Traffic 

Organic traffic arrives at your site as a result of a search engine. It is not paid for but earned through solid 

keyword research, optimized content & other Search Engine Optimization (SEO) strategies.

When you head to your favorite search engine, type in a search term and view results that do NOT say “Ad”- 

these are organic search results.

Tips for Driving Organic Traffic

• Search Engine Optimization (SEO) – Put some basic SEO strategies into play. If you think SEO is too 

advanced for you, think again. Remember: If search engines aren’t finding your site, neither will your 

potential readers!

Yes, people spend a lot of money on SEO but you don’t have to. There are many basics you can 

implement that won’t cost a penny - especially if your author isn’t complex.

• Get yourself set up with Google Analytics

• Make sure your author name is in your site title

• Create a web page for each of your book titles

• Create internal links to relevant pages on your site

• Use Title Tags & Meta Descriptions on your website

• Properly tag images

These basic SEO tactics deliver a great experience once users find their way to your site. Consider 

learning the basics of SEO from resources like Moz and you might surprise yourself!

• Use Keywords – Keywords are gold! If you’re clear on who your target audience is, you’re well on your 

way to identifying a strong set of keywords.
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Build keywords into website content, use them to spark new ideas for blog posts, incorporate them 

into social posts, your author profile, etc. 

Aerio Tip: Use SEO Keyword Tools to Improve Your Author Platform & Sell 
More Books

• Deliver Quality Content – There’s a reason they say, “Content is King.” Compelling content that is 

created with your audience in mind provides value, keeps your reader’s attention, and builds loyalty. 

Great content allows you to cultivate relationships with your readers.

Aerio Tip: Add Fireworks to Your Digital Marketing Campaigns with 
Great Content

Need to know what’s working? Check out what your competition is up to. Here are a few ideas to get you started:

• Gauge reader interest in new book ideas through surveys

• Create downloadable content like book group discussion questions or a single chapter of your new book

• Run contests or giveaways

• Develop a webinar or online course on getting published, or any other subject you have expertise in

• Use Video – According to HubSpot, video content is 50 times more likely to drive organic search results 

than plain text.

You don’t have to be a pro or have special equipment to create video content. Interview a special guest, 

create a quick clip of yourself talking about your new book or reading reviews from an existing book.

Aerio Tip: Create Engaging Videos

• Keep Your Content Up-to-Date – Regularly schedule time to review your website content and do 

a “refresh.” Unless content has become completely irrelevant, you can usually make some simple 

revisions that will ensure it’s updated and search engine friendly.

Direct Traffic  

Direct traffic is attributed to those folks who are actually typing your URL into their browser.

Tips for Driving Direct Traffic

• Be Present – If you’re still building your author brand, take every opportunity to physically get in front 

of your target audience. Take advantage of conventions, speaking engagements, book signings, etc. 

Plug your author website or blog at every turn.

• Promote Your Website on All Printed Material – Promotional flyers, business cards, books, etc. 

Make sure your web address pops. If you offer any goodies online like free downloads, be sure to 

include this info as a teaser.

https://www.aer.io/blog-article/seo-keyword-tools-to-improve-your-author-platform-sell-more-books
https://www.aer.io/blog-article/seo-keyword-tools-to-improve-your-author-platform-sell-more-books
https://www.aer.io/blog-article/add-fireworks-to-your-digital-marketing-campaigns-with-great-content
https://www.aer.io/blog-article/add-fireworks-to-your-digital-marketing-campaigns-with-great-content
https://www.aer.io/blog-article/create-engaging-videos-for-social-media-platforms
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Paid Traffic 

Paid Traffic is just what it sounds like. When you pay for Google Adwords or a Pay-per-Click (PPC) campaign, the 

traffic comes from a search engine but is not organic.

Tips for Driving Paid Traffic

• Google AdWords – You can bid on certain keywords that you expect readers to search for and 

ultimately pay to end up as one of the sponsored ads at the top of that search results page.

This is a fairly common practice and it delivers clicks, but it can get costly. You might also look into 

Google re-targeting ads which appear for folks who have visited your site before.

• Social Media Ads – Social media advertising has blown up (in a good way) recently. Depending upon 

the channel of your choice, there are options to promote single tweets or posts or design entire 

advertising campaigns.

Facebook tends to be very affordable, very customizable and there are many ways you can use social 

ads to drive more traffic and sell more books. Experiment and see what works! 

Aerio Tip: Use Facebook Lead Ads to Expand Your Book Marketing

Referral Traffic 

Maybe your book was mentioned with a link on another blog or website. This would result in referral traffic. 

Referral traffic also happens to be GREAT for your SEO rankings.

Tips for Driving Referral Traffic

• Get Others to Include Links to Your Site – If you have relevant industry connections, ask them to 

consider linking to your site. Be sure to return the favor by linking to their site.

• Create Shareable Content – If you’re developing content that others find of value, you may not have 

to work so hard at asking others for links.

Try creating a blog post listing your top 10 favorite author blogs or your favorite books of the year. 

Chances are, anyone you’ve included on that list will happily promote that post.

• Guest Blogging – Consider pitching your blogging services to other sites with a similar target audience. 

By the same token, offer guest blogging opportunities for your blog. As long as you share similar 

audiences, both parties get exposure to new and qualified prospects.

Aerio Tip: Use Blogging to Improve Your Marketing & Grow Your Business

https://www.aer.io/blog-article/use-facebook-lead-ads-to-expand-your-book-marketing
https://www.aer.io/blog-article/how-to-use-blogging-to-improve-your-marketing-grow-your-business
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Social Traffic 

Though it does take some time to build up a solid following, social media is an excellent way to deliver 

compelling content that drives traffic to your website or blog.

Tip for Driving Social Traffic

• Make Use of Channels That are a Fit for You – Social media is an excellent tool for building your 

brand, promoting your books and engaging with your audience. Keep in mind that you do NOT have to  

be everywhere.

Trying to understand and manage multiple channels can become quickly overwhelming if you don’t 

have a team helping you. The key is to be where your audience is. Based on what you know about your 

target audience, you can probably determine which channel or channels are the best fit. 79% of people 

online use Facebook, so if you’re really unsure where to start - that’s a pretty safe bet.

• Leverage Social Media Profiles – Be sure you’re using keywords in your profiles and don’t forget to 

link to your site.

Aerio Tip: Optimize Your Social Media Profiles 

• Get Active – Remember that social media isn’t just another channel to push information out. In order 

to build a loyal following, you’ll need to engage. About 50% of your posts should be content that you’ve 

created (remember to make it easily shareable). Whenever possible, include links back to your website  

or blog.

Ask questions of your followers and respond to comments and direct messages. Share curated content 

that you’ve gathered - whether it’s funny, inspiring or informational. The important thing is that it 

reflects your personality.

People love to feel like they know authors or other celebrities as individuals. Your social media 

channels provide a fantastic avenue for you to provide value and deepen relationships with your fans 

while fostering a sense of community.

• List-Building – Social networks can also be a great tool for building your email list. Try adding a  

“Join My Mailing List” tab on your Facebook page. Or offer a link to sign-up in other social media posts 

or tweets.

https://www.aer.io/blog-article/how-to-optimize-your-social-media-profiles-part-1
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Email Traffic 

When you send email newsletters or direct emails and include links to your website pages or blog posts, you 

generate email traffic. Email traffic is particularly relevant because there’s an existing relationship.

At some point, the receiver has opted in to receive communications from you and if they are clicking on links in 

emails, they find your content worthy. This makes them a truly qualified prospect.

Tips for Driving Email Traffic

• Individual Emails – Whether or not you currently send mass emails to followers, you can always 

implement simple and fun strategies to encourage anyone you’re communicating with to jump on over 

to your site.

Try changing up your email signature monthly by including a teaser or a question related to a blog post 

and link to it.

• Email Marketing – While it is a more traditional form of marketing, don’t underestimate the power 

of email. This is your core group of readers who have likely purchased books from you in the past. 

Nurture your list and treat them as “insiders” giving them access to special content that can’t be found 

elsewhere.

Whether you do an occasional email blast to announce a new book launch or you have a monthly 

e-newsletter, be sure to include links back to new and refreshed content that will keep your readers 

actively engaged. Include highly visible invites to join your email list on your website and on social media.

As with all of your tactics, pay attention to your results. 

You’ve worked hard to build a solid brand platform that you’re proud of. Put these tips to use to make sure that 

more traffic - the RIGHT targeted traffic - is finding you.

Your niche audience, your brand and the content you deliver are unique to you. What drives a ton of traffic for 

some may fall flat with others. Start out by engaging in the strategies that feel right for you, then continue to 

add on and mix it up.

Take note of what your analytics are telling you about what is popular and how people are arriving at your 

site. By understanding where your website and blog traffic comes from and what content resonates with your 

readers, you’ll know better what to refine, what to ditch and where to focus going forward.

You now know the benefits of selling direct, how to build an ecommerce website and how to direct traffic. It’s 

time to take your direct-to-consumer approach full circle with Aerio. 

What time of day gets you the 

highest open rates?

Which content is delivering the 

most click-throughs?
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Sell individual books 
that are hot or 

trending

Sell collections of 
books around trade 
shows and events

Sell your entire 
bookstore and 

promote all your 
titles

Sell & market ebooks 
with visually engaging 

previews

Step 5

Drive Direct to Consumer Sales with Aerio

Market and sell books online with our flexible, direct-to-consumer platform.

Aerio helps you shorten the distance between readers and your books, while creating a streamlined  

buying experience.

There are four key ways Aerio helps you connect with readers to sell more books online — digital book previews, 

social sharing, unique URL links and embeddable “buy button” book widgets.

Digital Book Previews 

Instantly generate digital previews to host & share anywhere online.

Let readers sample visually engaging previews, including your polished book cover or illustrations. Simply choose 

which pages or chapters to include, and with just a few clicks your preview is ready to host and share to any online 

audience. Select cliff-hanger content that compels readers to want to find out what happens, driving lead capture 

and book sales.

Use book previews to:

Improve conversions with a visual sneak-peek

Capture consumer emails in exchange for content

Drive book sales with built-in purchase options

 

Social Sharing 

Social media is about making introductions and spreading the good news. Whether you’re looking to share a 

favorite book, a collection of books, or your entire bookstore, Aerio makes it easy with built-in social share icons.

Use our social share icons to:

 

 

The social sharing capabilities on Aerio allow you to not only promote your books, but also form stronger 

relationships with your audience and build a following.
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Unique URL Links 

Automatically geneate a unique URL for every book, collection of books or your entire Aerio bookstore. Enhance 

your digital marketing tactics by sharing these links on any online real estate you control—

  Websites

  Blogs

  Online advertisements

  Email marketing, etc.

—and link directly to a point of sale.

Embeddable “Buy Button” Book Widgets 

Embedding widgets are a great way to enhance marketing messages with specific calls-to-action.

• Create a buy button widget for individual books through Aerio,  
each with built-in social sharing and a custom call-to-action.

• Host widgets on your blog or website to highlight a hot new release 
or backlisted titles.

• Use widgets to correspond with promotions or trending topics, and whisk customers 

from reviewing a book to purchasing a book at a click of a button.

More Books. Fewer Sales Channels. 

Aerio creates a direct pipeline to your customers and offers multiple points of contact where you can nurture 

and build valuable relationships to drive more online sales. With more ways to connect directly with readers 

online, it’s easier to manage your relationships and offer a greater value.

Aerio helps you guide a reader’s journey and control the point of sale, giving you one of the biggest advantages 

you could hope for over the competition. Build this onto your current marketing, and you’ll be an unstoppable 

book sales machine.

Market and Sell Books 
Online with Aerio

Get Started Today

https://bit.ly/3213ect

